Environmentalists Celebrate
COVID-19 Lockdowns As
‘Biggest Conservation Action’
While COVID-19 is treated as an accidental blessing to the environment,
it should be underscored that the UN’s Agenda 21/2030 Agenda has
always called for economic activity to be scaled back to around the 1850
level and here we are in 2020 doing just that. This is not accidental. ⁃
TN Editor
Spring is a bloody season on American roads. Yearling black bears
blunder over the asphalt in search of their own territories. In the West,
herds of deer, elk, and pronghorn scamper across highways as they
migrate from winter pastures to summer redoubts. A smaller-scale but
no less epic journey transpires in the Northeast, where wood frogs,
spotted salamanders, and eastern newts emerge from their winter
hideaways and trek to ephemeral breeding pools on damp March nights,
braving an unforgiving gantlet of cars along the way.
Among all creatures, it’s these amphibians—tiny, sluggish,
determined—that are most vulnerable to roadkill. This year, though,
their journey was considerably safer.

Greg LeClair, a graduate student at the University of Maine, leads The
Big Night, a citizen science initiative in Maine through which volunteers
tally up migrating frogs and salamanders and escort them across roads.
This spring, he assumed that coronavirus concerns would shut down the
project; instead, he rallied more participants than ever. “I think people
were just home and had nothing else to do,” he told me. All of those
volunteers found an amphibious bonanza. In previous years, LeClair
said, the project’s participants counted just two live animals for every
squashed one. This spring, they found about four survivors per victim.
“The ratio of living animals to dead doubled,” LeClair marveled.
Maine’s amphibians are just one of the collateral beneficiaries of the
novel coronavirus, which has ground civilization to a halt. Travel bans
have confined many of us to our couches; post-apocalyptic photos of
empty freeways have circulated on social media. With Homo
sapiens sidelined, wildlife has tiptoed forth. Lions basked on a road
in Kruger National Park, normally crowded with tourists. Wild
boars rooted in Barcelona’s medians. Roadkill surveyors in places as far
apart as Santa Barbara and South Africa told me they’ve seen fewer
carcasses this year than ever before. In Costa Rica, where Daniela Araya
Gamboa has conducted years of roadkill studies aimed at reducing the
harm of cars, highways have become less perilous for ocelots, cryptic
wildcats bejeweled with black spots. In the more than three months
since the pandemic began, Araya recently told me, her project had
logged only one slain ocelot. “We have an average of two ocelot roadkills
each month during normal times,” she added.
The human cost of COVID-19 has, of course, been so incomprehensibly
tragic that acknowledging the virus’s silver linings—the cleaner air,
the forestalled carbon emissions—can feel ghoulish. But there’s no
denying that the abrupt diminishment of human travel, a phenomenon
scientists recently dubbed the “Anthropause,” has generated profound
conservation benefits. Mounting evidence suggests that we’re in the
midst of an unprecedented roadkill reprieve, a stay of execution for
untold millions of wild creatures. “This is the biggest conservation action
that we’ve taken, possibly ever, certainly since the national parks were
formed,” Fraser Shilling, co-director of the Road Ecology Center at UC

Davis, told me. “There’s not a single other action that has saved that
many animals.”
Read full story here…

Major
Gene
Breakthrough
CRISPR

Editing
Surpasses

Editing mitochondria inside every human cell has been the holy grail and
last frontier of gene editing. This has been accomplished and opens up a
new field for geneticists. Transhumans will find this discovery
particularly exciting. ⁃ TN Editor
Biologist David Liu was in the middle of his morning commute to the
Broad Institute two summers ago when he opened the email. We just
discovered a new toxin made by bacteria, explained the note from a
researcher Liu had never spoken to, and it “might be useful for

something you guys do.”
Intrigued, Liu phoned the sender, biologist Joseph Mougous of the
University of Washington, and it quickly became clear that the bacterial
toxin had a talent that was indeed useful for what Liu does: invent ways
to edit genes. On Wednesday, they and their colleagues reported in
Nature that they had turned the toxin into the world’s first editor of
genes in cell organelles called mitochondria.
If all goes well, the discovery could provide a way to study and, one day,
cure a long list of rare but devastating inherited diseases resulting from
genetic mutations in the cell’s power plant.
“We’ve been looking for a technology like this for a very long time,” said
biologist Fyodor Urnov of the University of California’s Innovative
Genomics Institute, who reviewed the paper for Nature. “We’ve been
able to make point mutations” — changing a single letter of DNA — “in
human nuclear DNA for 15 years, but mitochondria have resisted that
furiously, much to the great frustration of everybody. With this
technology, mitochondrial research will enter a golden age.”
The hundreds of capsule-shaped mitochondria inside every cell turn
oxygen and nutrients into the chemical energy that powers a cell’s
metabolism. Mitochondria also metabolize cholesterol and synthesize
hormones and neurotransmitters. If one of their 37 genes is aberrant,
mitochondria can’t perform, resulting in any of hundreds of
mitochondrial diseases. The most devastating, including “mitochondrial
DNA depletion syndrome” (MDDS), destroy children’s muscles and
brains, and eventually take their lives.
The genome editing revolution has largely passed mitochondria by.
CRISPR doesn’t work: The guide RNA it uses like a bloodhound to find
its target within a genome can’t penetrate mitochondrial walls. Earlier
editors, such as TALENs, can eliminate mutations in mitochondria in
cells growing in lab dishes, but only by destroying the DNA. Nothing
couldnfix mutations by changing one DNA letter into another, such as a
C to a T or a G to an A.
“Mitochondria,” said Liu, “are one of the last bastions of DNA that has

resisted precision genome editing.”
Mougous’ email suggested a way around that resistance. He studies the
chemical warfare that bacteria wage against other bacteria. The
chemical weapon he’d just discovered, secreted by Burkholderia
cenocepacia bacteria, is an enzyme that infiltrates an enemy bacterium
and kills with lethal simplicity: It causes single-letter genetic mutations
in a bacterium’s double-stranded DNA. At every targeted spot, it leaves
the bacterial DNA in tatters. The bacterium dies. Mission accomplished.
Mougous, like Liu a Howard Hughes Medical Institute investigator, knew
Liu had invented a breakthrough form of CRISPR, one that changes only
a single DNA letter, and does so without cutting the double helix, which
can lead to genomic havoc. Called “base editing,” this technology has
already spawned one biotech and is marching toward human studies.
His novel bacterial toxin, Mougous thought, sure looked like a base
editor; it changes the nucleotide pair CG into a TA. And it doesn’t
require a guide RNA (the chaperone that can’t penetrate mitochondria).
Read full story here…

World Economic Forum: The
Institution Behind ‘The Great
Reset’
Sustainable Development, aka Technocracy, is racing to the finish line as
the world is forced into a ‘Great Reset’ by the global elite. This is the
culmination of the Trilateral Commission’s original New International
Economic Order from 1974. COVID-19 is the main driver now. ⁃ TN
Editor
In a recent article I briefly examined a number of advances that global
planners made prior to the World Economic Forum’s announcement in
June of a new initiative dubbed ‘The Great Reset‘. Taken together, the
United Nation’s Agenda 2030, the Paris Climate Agreement, the Fourth
Industrial Revolution and the Bank for International Settlement’s
‘Innovation BIS 2025‘ offer an insight into how elites want to turn the
lives of every man, woman and child inside out over the course of the
next decade.
Details of ‘The Great Reset‘ came as nations began to reopen their
economies following a global lockdown. The extent to which Covid-19
has dominated every facet of existence – largely because of unrepentant
media coverage – has encouraged people to focus exclusively on what
life will be like after the virus. For many, what came before now seems
inconsequential. It is anything but.
For example, three months before Covid-19 took hold, a global pandemic
exercise – ‘Event 201‘ – was held in New York City which simulated the
outbreak of a coronavirus that originated in Brazil. The scenario focused
on a novel zoonotic virus that ‘transmitted from bats to pigs to
people that eventually becomes efficiently transmissible from
person to person, leading to a severe pandemic.’ Whilst initially
some countries managed to control the outbreak, it ended up spreading
and ‘eventually no country can maintain control‘.

The simulation culminated at the eighteen month mark with 65 million
people having died and severe economic and societal repercussions. But
that was not the end of it. As the scenario explained, ‘the pandemic
will continue at some rate until there is an effective vaccine or
until 80-90 % of the global population has been exposed. From
that point on, it is likely to be an endemic childhood disease.’
Event 201 also used the exercise as an opportunity to warn that ‘the
next severe pandemic will not only cause great illness and loss of
life but could also trigger major cascading economic and societal
consequences that could contribute greatly to global impact and
suffering.’
That pandemic arrived in the shape of Covid-19, just weeks after the
conclusion of Event 201.
On examining the make up of Event 201, we find that the three
institutions at the forefront of the simulation were the World Economic
Forum, the Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security and the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation.
It is through the WEF that ‘The Great Reset‘ was launched, in what the
group said was in response to Covid-19. Johns Hopkins has been the go
to source for the number of global infections and deaths thanks to their
newly established ‘Coronavirus Resource Center‘. And then you
have The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation which has been a driving
force behind efforts for a vaccination to be found and disseminated
worldwide.
Event 201 consisted of fifteen ‘players‘ that represented, amongst
others, airlines and medical corporations. Out of these fifteen, six are
direct partners of the World Economic Forum. One is the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation, with the other five being Marriott
International (hospitality), Henry Schein (medical distribution), Edelman
(communications), NBCUniversal Media and Johnson & Johnson.
To be clear, these organisations do not all operate at the same level
within the WEF. For instance, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
and Johnson and Johnson are ‘Strategic Partners‘, the highest stage for a

participant. Only 100 global companies are Strategic Partners, and to
qualify for an invitation they must all have ‘alignment with forum
values‘. Not only that, but Strategic Partners ‘shape the future
through extensive contribution to developing and implementing
Forum projects and championing public-private dialogue.’
Beneath the Strategic Partners are the ‘Strategic Partner Associates‘,
which is the category that NBCUniversal Media fall under. Strategic
Partner Associates include some of the largest businesses in the world,
who are ‘actively involved in shaping the future of industries,
regions and systemic issues‘. According to the WEF, associates also
believe in ‘corporate global citizenship‘.
Next come the ‘Partners‘ which comprise of Marriott International,
Henry Schein and Edelman. Partners are described by the WEF as
‘world class companies‘ who possess a ‘strong interest in
developing systemic solutions to key challenges‘.
Finally, there are the ‘Associate Partners‘. Whilst they participate in
‘forum communities‘ and have a ‘strong interest in addressing
challenges affecting operations and society at large‘, none were
present at Event 201.
Every major industry in the world, be it banking, agriculture, healthcare,
media, retail, travel and tourism, is directly connected to the World
Economic Forum through corporate membership.
What is evident is that the deeper a corporation’s ties with the WEF, the
greater its ability to ‘shape‘ the group’s agenda. Which brings us to what
the WEF call their Strategic Intelligence platform – the mechanism
which brings all the interests that the WEF concentrate on together.
They describe the platform as ‘a dynamic system of contextual
intelligence that enables users to trace relationships and
interdependencies between issues, supporting more informed
decision-making‘.
As for why the WEF developed Strategic Intelligence, they say it was to
‘help you (businesses) understand the global forces at play and

make more informed decisions‘.
Growing the platform is an ever present goal. The WEF are always
looking for new members to become part of Strategic Intelligence by
joining the ‘New Champions Community‘. But they will only allow a new
organisation on board if they ‘align with the values and aspirations
of the World Economic Forum in general‘. A 12 month ‘New
Champions Membership‘ comes in at €24,000.
In arguing for the relevance of Strategic Intelligence, the WEF ask:
How can you decipher the potential impact of rapidly
unfolding changes when you’re flooded with
information—some of it misleading or unreliable? How do you
continuously adapt your vision and strategy within a fastevolving global context?
In other words, Strategic Intelligence is both an antidote to ‘fake news‘
and an assembly for corporations to position themselves as global
pioneers in a rapidly changing political and technological environment.
That’s the image they attempt to convey at least.
We can find more involvement from global institutions via Strategic
Intelligence. The platform is ‘co-curated with leading topic experts
from academia, think tanks, and international organizations‘.
‘Co-curators‘ are perhaps the most important aspect to consider here,
given that they have the ability to ‘share their expertise with the
Forum’s extensive network of members, partners and
constituents, as well as a growing public audience‘.
It is safe to assume then that when co-curators speak, members and
partners of the World Economic Forum listen. This in part is how the
WEF’s agenda takes shape.
Who are the co-curators? At present, they include Harvard university,
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Imperial College London,
Oxford University, Yale and the European Council on Foreign Relations.
It was the Massachusetts Institute of Technology that in March

published an article titled, ‘We’re not going back to normal‘, just as
Covid-19 lockdowns were being implemented world wide. Citing a report
by fellow co-curator Imperial College London that endorsed the
imposition of tougher social distancing measures if hospital admissions
begin to spike, MIT proclaimed that ‘social distancing is here to stay
for much more than a few weeks. It will upend our way of life, in
some ways forever.’
As well as co-curators there are what’s known as ‘Content Partners‘, who
the WEF say are ‘amplified by machine analysis of more than 1,000
articles per day from carefully selected global think tanks,
research institutes and publishers‘.
Content partners include Harvard university, Cambridge university, the
Rand Corporation, Chatham House (aka the Royal Institute of
International Affairs), the European Council on Foreign Relations and
the Brookings Institute.
Getting into specifics, the way Strategic Intelligence is structured means
that the higher your position in the corporate fold, the more ‘platforms‘
you can be part of. Whereas Strategic Partners must be part of a
minimum of five platforms, Associate Partners only have access to a
single platform of their choice.
Here is a list of some of the platforms hosted by the World Economic
Forum:
COVID Action Platform
Shaping the Future of Technology Governance: Blockchain
and Distributed Ledger Technologies
Shaping the Future of the New Economy and Society
Shaping the Future of Consumption
Shaping the Future of Digital Economy and New Value
Creation
Shaping the Future of Financial and Monetary Systems
Shaping the Future of Technology Governance: Artificial
Intelligence and Machine Learning
Shaping the Future of Trade and Global Economic

Interdependence
Shaping the Future of Cities, Infrastructure and Urban
Services
Shaping the Future of Energy and Materials
Shaping the Future of Media, Entertainment and Culture
As we will look at in a follow up article, ‘The Great Reset‘ is made up of
over 50 areas of interest that are formed of both ‘Global Issues‘ and
‘Industries‘, which in turn are all part of the WEF’s Strategic
Intelligence platform.
Corporate membership is essential for the World Economic Forum to
spread its influence, but in the end every single member is in compliance
with the agenda, objectives, projects and values of the WEF. These take
precedent over all else.
Also in concurrence with the WEF are the organisation’s Board of
Trustees. Three of these include the current Managing Director of the
IMF, Kristalina Georgieva, European Central Bank President Christine
Lagarde and former Bank of England governor Mark Carney. The
Trilateral Commission are also represented amongst the trustees
through Larry Fink and David Rubenstein.
To add some historical context to the WEF, the group dates back to 1971
when it was originally founded as the European Management Forum. At
the time the conflict in Vietnam was raging, social protest movements
were building and the United States was about to relinquish the gold
standard. By 1973 when the post World War Two Bretton Woods system
collapsed and the Trilateral Commission was formed, the Forum had
widened its interest beyond just management to include economic and
social issues. From here onwards political leaders from around the world
began to receive invitations to the institution’s annual meeting in Davos.
The World Economic Forum is classified today as the ‘International
Organisation for Public-Private Cooperation‘, and is the only global
institution recognised as such. It is in this capacity that the forum
‘engages the foremost political, business, cultural and other
leaders of society to shape global, regional and industry agendas.’

Like how the Bank for International Settlements acts as a forum to bring
central banks together under one umbrella, the WEF plays the same role
by uniting business, government and civil society.
The WEF declare themselves as being a ‘catalyst for global
initiatives‘, which is accurate considering ‘The Great Reset‘ agenda
originates at the WEF level. And it is initiatives like ‘The Great Reset‘
and the ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution‘ which the WEF say are
distinguished by ‘the active participation of government, business
and civil society figures‘.
The Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) narrative was developed out of
the World Economic Forum back in 2016. The WEF have confidently
asserted that because of 4IR, ‘over the next decade, we will witness
changes tearing through the global economy with an
unprecedented speed, scale and force. They will transform entire
systems of production, distribution and consumption‘.
Not only that, but the world is on the verge of witnessing ‘more
technological change over the next decade than we have seen in
the past 50 years.’
The group now plan to use ‘The Great Reset‘ as their theme for the 2021
annual meeting in Davos as a vehicle for advancing the 4IR agenda. 4IR
is marketed as a technological revolution, where advancement in all the
sciences ‘will leave no aspect of global society untouched.’
And like their global counterparts, such as the BIS and the Trilateral
Commission, the WEF nurture their agenda gradually and seek to
maintain their focus on the long term rather than ‘the emergencies of
the day‘. In their own words, ‘success is measured not only in terms
of immediate results – we understand that real progress takes
time and sustained commitment.’
For my next article we will look into the specifics of ‘The Great Reset‘
agenda as well as what global planners are seeking to achieve out of
Covid-19.
Read full story here…

